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 eneloop
The rechargeable batteries of eneloop combine the power and convenience of dry batteries with the eco-friendly cost efficiency of rechargeables.

  Download the catalogue  
     





  Rechargeable 
  Rechargeable   Chargers 
 The rechargeable battery offering an environmentally friendly lifestyle choice to customers



eneloop is a rechargeable battery that offers consumers a more sustainable lifestyle choice. Pre-charged with solar energy, eneloop batteries can be recharged up from 500 to 3000 times. The battery brand prioritizes sustainability and aims to create a clean energy society through its principles of ‘recharge’ and ‘reuse’.







       
       




 AA (2500 mAh), AAA (930 mAh)
 eneloop pro
The eneloop pro battery is the perfect choice for powering high-current consuming devices such as camera flashes, wireless keyboards & mice, game controllers, radio-controlled toys, and a range of household devices. These batteries keep 85% of their capacity after 1 year of storage and are rechargeable up to 500 times. eneloop pro is available as a rechargeable AA and AAA battery.
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 AA (2000 mAh), AAA (800 mAh)
 eneloop
The eneloop mid-capacity battery, known for its long life, pre-charged state, and cost-saving benefits. Additionally, it can now be recharged up to 2100 times. These eneloop batteries keep 70% of their capacity after 10 years of storage. eneloop is suitable for almost all appliances such as many household devices and is available as a rechargeable AA and AAA battery.
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 AA (950 mAh), AAA (550 mAh)
 eneloop lite
The eneloop lite low-capacity battery is ideal for low-to-medium power consumption devices, such as DECT phones and remote controls. They are rechargeable for up to 3000 times which makes it even more economically and environmentally-friendly. eneloop lite is available as a rechargeable AA and AAA battery.
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 The ideal battery chargers for eneloop



eneloop chargers are designed to provide a reliable and efficient charging solution for various types of eneloop batteries, ranging from basic use to professional use. The range of eneloop chargers offers different charging speeds, capacities and features to meet the needs of different users and applications.







       




 BQ-CC65
 eneloop Pro charger
The eneloop Pro charger (BQ-CC65) is the perfect choice for heavy battery users. This professional charger charges 2 batteries in approximately 2 hours and 4 batteries in 4 hours. The integrated LCD display shows an accurate battery status of each individual cell. Thanks to its integrated USB port it’s even capable of charging a smartphone or tablet.
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 BQ-CC55
 eneloop Smartplus charger
The eneloop Smartplus charger (BQ-CC55) holds up to 4 AA or AAA cells. Its built-in ‘Smart Charge’ function automatically checks the voltage and temperature of each battery. 
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 BQ-CC17
 eneloop Smart charger
The eneloop Smart charger (BQ-CC17) can be used all over the world. It can charge up to 4 AA or AAA cells. The batteries are fully charged after 6 to 7 hours.
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 BQ-CC63
 eneloop Smart 8 charger
The eneloop Smart 8 charger (BQ-CC63) can charge up to 8 AA and AAA cells in approximately 5 hours. Eight leds indicate when the batteries are still charging or fully charged.
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 BQ-CC51
 eneloop Basic charger
The eneloop Basic charger (BQ-CC51) is the best charger for occasional battery users. It holds between 2 and 4 AA or AAA cells and charges them in approximately 10 hours.
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 BQ-CC50
 eneloop Compact charger
The eneloop Compact charger (BQ-CC50) is the perfect choice for entry battery users. This type can charge 2 AA or AAA cells at the same time and has an individual timer cut-off after 13 hours.
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 BQ-CC87
 eneloop Smartplus USB travel charger
The Smartplus USB travel charger (BQ-CC87) is the perfect companion for travelers. This travel charger has a USB cable and can charge 1, 2, 3 or 4 eneloop batteries at the same time.
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 BQ-CC61
 eneloop Basic USB charger
The eneloop Basic USB charger (BQ-CC61) charges 2 to 4 AA or AAA batteries via its USB-input. Two leds indicate when the batteries are still charging or are fully charged.
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How long do rechargeable batteries last?

 eneloop
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How do (rechargeable) batteries work?
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The memory effect in batteries: what it is and how to prevent it

 eneloop
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 Contact
 A question? A request? Let us know.

     Get in touch!
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